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Inside This Issue 
Another beautiful summer at Marcus Beach has come and gone; autumn is 
upon us and winter is around the corner—every season in the Haliburton 
Highlands has something to offer so hoping everyone is taking full ad-
vantage of the seasons. 
 
This edition of the newsletter is quite large, but I encourage you to read it 
from cover to cover, it is well worth the time.  Included is the response to our 
annual owners’ survey where we have tried to respond to most questions 
and suggestions we received.  Our responses have been grouped together 
into ‘themes’ as many of you have similar thoughts.  However, if you feel we 
missed your question or concern, please drop the Board a note. 

 
I always find the survey fascinating; diversity of opinion is alive and well at 
Marcus Beach, which helps your Board consider all angles before making 
decisions and arrive at solutions that will be satisfactory to as many owners 
as possible.  The survey is critical to your Board as it is one of only two        
occasions that we get to hear directly from owners, and it helps set direction 
for the year.  So thank you all for taking the time to respond, it’s important. 

 
As you will see in the newsletter, there is lots going on from new dock cribs 
to a landscape management update. 
 
As we were warned, we are having a second wave of Covid-19 and as I 
write this note, Ontario has, for the first time surpassed 1,000 cases in one 
day.  There does however seem to be improvement in treating the virus and 
although the case count is higher, the hospitalization and death rate is lower.  
Your Board is not currently considering any changes to the current policy on 
check in/ check out times but, as you would expect, we are monitoring the 
situation and will act on any government direction, whether provincial or lo-
cal.   
  
But to end on a happier note, I hope each of you were able to make it to the 
cottage at some point in the summer and enjoy our little refuge.  Fall is stun-
ning in Haliburton this year and we’re looking forward to a sparkling white 
winter.  I for one am thrilled to own a little piece of Ontario that is away from 
an urban centre and lets me enjoy nature with my family for a few weeks a 
year. 
 
Peter Symons, President MBCOA 
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 And the Survey Says... 
 
Once again, we had an excellent 
response to our annual survey with 
137 responses, so a big thank you 
to all owners who took the time to 
share their opinions. This feedback 
is invaluable in assisting the Board 
with objectives, prioritization of pro-
jects and “getting the pulse” of own-
ers. 
 
The first five questions are the 
same every year so that year-to-
year comparison is possible.  Here 
are the results of each question: 
 
Q1: Overall, the quality of my 
cottage experience is being 
maintained and enhanced. 
96% of owners answered 
“Satisfied” or “Very Satisfied”. The 
2019 result was 95%. Most of our 
owners continue to be extremely 
happy with the investment they 
have made at Marcus Beach.  
 
Q2: In general, how well do you 
think the Board is doing?   
93% of owners answered 
“Excellent” or “Very Good”. The 
2019 result was 87%. 
 
Q3: How well do you feel the 
Board manages the finances of 
the Marcus Beach Cottage Own-
ers Association?   
89% of owners answered, “Very 
Good” or “Excellent”. The 2019 re-
sult was 87%. 
 
Q4: How well do you feel the 
Property Manager (Lori Roberts) 
is doing?   
86% of owners answered, “Very 
Good” or “Excellent”. The 2019 re-
sult was 84%. 
 
Q5: How well do you feel our 
Property Maintenance person 

(Saul Dicks) is doing?    
95% of owners answered, “Very 
Good” or “Excellent”. The 2019 re-
sult was 91%. 
 
Q6: It has been an eventful year 
and the coronavirus pandemic 
has affected us all.  How do you 
feel the Board has managed the 
situation? 
 
Most owners agreed with the 
COVID-related actions taken by the 
Board and were appreciative of the 
regular updates.  Specifically: 
 
Temporary closure of property in 
March/April 
95% of owners answered, “Just 
right”, 5% answered “Overly cau-
tious, precautions unnecessary” 
and 0% answered “Too little, too 
late”. 
 
Re-opening with shortened week. 
88% of owners answered, “Just 
right”, 11% answered “Overly cau-
tious, precautions unnecessary” 
and 1% answered “Too little, too 
late”. 
 
Full summer opening with social 
distancing guidelines. 
99% of owners answered, “Just 

right”, 1% answered “Overly cau-
tious, precautions unnecessary” 
and 0% answered “Too little, too 
late”. 
 
Overall communications. 
98% of owners answered, “Just 
right”, 2% answered “Overly cau-
tious, precautions unnecessary” 
and 0% answered “Too little, too 
late”. 
 
The last two questions were open 
ended:  Q7: Is there anything you 
think the Board should be doing 
better or do you have any sug-
gestions for the Board?  Q8: If 
there was one thing that we 
could do to improve your experi-
ence at Marcus Beach, what 
would that be? 
 
The responses to these questions 
have been summarized and are in-
cluded at the end of the newsletter. 
Thanks again to all who answered 
the survey.  
 
If you have a question, concern, or 
thought you’d like to share, please 
don’t wait for the annual survey but 
send an email at any time to: 
 
marcusbeachboard@gmail.com 

mailto:marcusbeachboard@gmail.com
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Operations 

Update 

 
Lori and Saul have been busy!  Lots 
of work is going on: 
 
Dock Cribs  
 
Docks 1 & 4 have had the dock 
cribs replaced as they were in the 
worst shape.  The crib is the part of 
the dock that is not in the water. 

Cribs on docks 2 & 3 will be re-
placed in the Spring. 
 
The Board was able to save some 
of the cost since the underlying 
structure of the dock cribs were 

found to be in excellent shape so 
they only needed to be resurfaced 
with new boards rather than replac-
ing the entire crib. 
 
New Faucets 

 
All the kitchen 
sinks are having 
the faucets re-
placed with a 
Moen pull-down 
model with a hose 
attachment. The 

replacements are underway.   
  
Additional Dock Table  
 
Remember we said that in June a 
second small table would be added 
to each dock?  Well, they were   
ordered over six months ago and 
are still in transit so hopefully they 
will arrive soon! 
 
Washer and Dryers 
 
Any remaining cottages that have 
not had their washers and dryers 
replaced will have new high-
efficiency appliances over the 
course of the winter (as long as 
there are no delivery problems). 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The Board is always looking for cot-
tagers who are interested in joining 
the Board or perhaps just willing to 
help out with a special project. 
 
If you would like to join please drop 
us a note at : 
 

marcusbeachboard@gmail.com 

Resources 
There is so much to see and do in 
Haliburton!  Here are a few re-
sources to help you: 
 
Highlander Newspaper: 
The Highlander.ca  
 

Tourism site with suggestions: 
Myhaliburtonhighlands.com  
 
Collection of local places and ideas: 
Fyihaliburton.com  
 
County of Haliburton official site: 
Haliburtoncounty.ca 

Chairs in Master Bedroom 
 
The chairs in the master bedroom 
will be replaced over the course of 
the winter months.  The chair will 
be a Mission style. 

New crib on Dock 4  

mailto:marcusbeachboard@gmail.com
https://thehighlander.ca/
https://myhaliburtonhighlands.com/
http://www.fyihaliburton.com/
https://www.haliburtoncounty.ca/
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Landscape 

 Management  
There were lots of questions and 
comments in the recent survey 
about Marcus Beach landscaping  
and we thought a quick refresh of 
our situation might help.   

A few years ago, the Board hired a 
landscaping consulting company to 
do a thorough review of the proper-
ty.  Their report is available on our 

website and highlighted that we 
needed to improve our erosion 
management (which we did) and 
we needed better management of 
our forest growth (which is ongo-
ing).   

Specifically, they told us to remove 
quite a few diseased or damaged 
trees which we completed a couple 
of years ago.  We did not plant any 
replacement trees, allowing nature 
to take its course and allowing the 
forest to naturally repopulate.   

 
 

waterfront for erosion management 
purposes, including along Joe’s 
Trail.  Over time, we hope to re-
place the fast-growing alders with 
plants that do not grow as tall but 
that will happen over the course of 
several years. 

Many owners have cottages with 
plenty of tree growth and praise the 
shade they bring.  Others want us 
to plant more aggressively.  Still 

others want to cut all growth be-
tween their porch and the lake.  
Please understand that in a shared 
ownership community, not every-
one will be pleased with every ap-
proach. 

The landscapers we engaged re-
turn to the property on an annual 
basis to ensure that we are not get-
ting either too wooded or too bare 
and we continue to follow their ad-
vice on what needs to be removed.   

At this time, the Board is not plan-
ning any further large-scale land-
scaping projects. 

The bulk of the survey feedback 
was that some owners feel the 
property is getting overgrown and 
that there are too many trees, par-
ticularly between the cottages and 
the lake.  Others felt that more trees 
should be added to the property.  
Please be aware of a few items that 
the Board is considering while look-
ing at this issue. 

There is a very strict Haliburton 
County by-law that prohibits the   
removal of any healthy tree (more 
than 5 cm in diameter) within 30 
metres of the lake.   This means  
that we are free to remove shrubs 
and other small plants but anything 
larger than that must stay.   

Some cottages are in open areas, 
some in more wooded areas.  We 
assume owners purchased cottages 
in areas that appealed to them, 
knowing that trees grow and mature 
over time.   

Saul continues to regularly prune 
the shrubs that are planted near the 



2021 AGM 
 

The 2021 AGM is scheduled for 
10am on Saturday, April 24th. 

 

Since in all likelihood the corona-
virus pandemic will still be with us 
the Board is exploring other     
meeting options (for example an on
-line Zoom meeting).  Stay tuned 
for further details! 
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Internet 
 
Unfortunately, the quality of internet 
service is not as robust in a rural 
community like Haliburton as    
owners are likely used to if they live 
in a larger city. 

However, the good news is that the 
Province of Ontario has initiated the 
ICON project (Improving Connectiv-
ity for Ontario) to improve broad-
band and cellular coverage in     
underserviced communities. 

In the August 20th edition of The 
Highlander, in an article written by 
Joseph Quigley, it was reported that 
Haliburton County Council held a 
special meeting Aug. 18th and       
directed staff to prepare letters of 
support for each of Bell and Xplor-
net for them to apply to the first   
intake of the ICON program. 

Each of the internet service provid-
ers (ISPs) is proposing to build 
more fibre connectivity in the    
County with help from a $150      
million grant funding pool. 

The Bell proposal is for $20 million 
to build a combination of fibre-to-
home and fixed wireless at 50 meg-
abyte-per-second (Mbps) download 
and 10 Mbps upload speeds. They 
would service approximately 4,000 
homes in the County.  

The Xplornet project is part of a 
larger, $200-$220 million proposal 
to build 2,650 kilometers of fiber 
across central and northern Ontario. 
It would bring 100 Mbps service to 
5,400 underserved premises within 

the County . 

The Board will be keeping an eye 
on these proposals and will hopeful-
ly have good news to share in the 
future! 

ice is formed by wet snow freez-
ing on the ice 

• Grey ice is unsafe. The gray-
ness indicates the presence of 
water 

Marcus Beach maintains a skating 
rink behind the office (weather per-
mitting).  

The  Red Cross website is a great 
source of water/ice safety so just a 
reminder for all cottagers who ven-
ture out on the ice: 

Red Cross Safety Tips 

Ice Safety 
Winter is coming and with the cold-
er weather there so many great out-
door activities, from hockey to ice 
fishing or snowshoeing along the 
many trails in the area. 

Ice safety is important, the colour of 
the ice may be an indication of its 
strength. 

• Clear blue ice is strongest 

• White opaque or snow ice is half 
as strong as blue ice. Opaque 

https://www.redcross.ca/training-and-certification/swimming-and-water-safety-tips-and-resources/swimming-boating-and-water-safety-tips/ice-safety
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Lori’s Corner 
 

Recycling and Garbage 

It is important the Marcus Beach 
owners are aware of the garbage 
and recycling procedures in Hali-
burton County.  There are probably 
differences from your own commu-
nity 

Haliburton County is monitoring its 
landfill sites very carefully as the 
present sites are filling up and the 
cost to transport recycled items to 
larger centres has greatly           
increased.  The County has        
imposed an additional $50 dumping 
fee each time our dumpster is       
emptied and the driver finds        
recyclable items. 

In addition to the list taped to the 
inside of your under-sink cupboard, 
there is information posted on each 
side of the dumpster if you are not 
sure whether an item is garbage or 
recycling.  Do not forget that there 
is a separate area for used liquor 
and beer containers.   

Detailed information is also availa-
ble on the Minden Hills web site.  
Owners need to remind their chil-
dren, guests and renters of correct 

garbage and recycling procedures. 

Basement Bins 

Many items are accidentally left   
behind by owners.  Rather than put-
ting these items in the lost and 
found or bringing them to the office, 
cleaners have begun to place for-
gotten items on your basement bin.  

However, very few bins are labelled 
to assist with this.  Please clearly 
label your bins with your name and 
interval number the next time you 
are at the cottage. 

Pets 

Owners are reminded that pets are 
to be leashed at all times when out-
side the cottage. This is a clear rule 
in the COA and needs to be re-
spected by all owners.  In addition, 
there are wild animals at Marcus 
Beach including bear sightings; a 
dog chasing a bear can result in 
severe injury to both the dog and 
the owner. 

Also, it is important that all animals 
on the property have complete and 
current vaccinations for rabies.  

Items Left at Cottage 

If you have left an item behind by 
mistake that you need to have re-
turned right away please follow this 
procedure:  

• Contact the office 

• The property manager will 
package the item for shipping 

• Owners need to contact Purola-
tor and make the arrangements 
for pickup and payment 

• Once you have the details, con-
firm with the office and send the 
label to: 

manager@marcusbeachcottages.ca 

The office will label the parcel and 
have the package ready for pick-
up. 

Snow Removal at Marcus 

Snow will be removed from the    
access roads and your driveway 
after there has been an accumula-
tion of 10 cm (3”) of snow.  If there 
is a storm, snow removal may not 
start until the storm is over.   

If you are present when the drive-
way is being cleared, it is helpful for 
you to move your vehicle so that 
your driveway can be fully cleaned. 

Snow tires are strongly recom-

mended in the Haliburton Highlands 
area during the winter. 

Each cottage will have a container 
with winter salt to assist on the   
cottage walkway.  Snow shovels 
are located at each cottage         
entrance.   

Owners are expected to keep their 
walkways and stairs shoveled dur-
ing their week at the cottage.  Saul 
is responsible for clearing the     
entrance on the changeover day 
only. 

Owners are encouraged to monitor 
the weather before arriving or     
returning home.  On very poor 
weather days, it is important for the 
cleaners to travel the roads in a 
safe manner as well.   

Cottage Issues 

Owners are reminded to report any 
cottage issue or damage that is pre-
sent when they first check-in to their 
cottage.  This way it will allow 
maintenance to plan to repair be-
fore the other families arrive at their 
cottages.  You can leave a mes-
sage by emailing or calling the Mar-
cus Beach office. 

https://mindenhills.ca/
mailto:manager@marcusbeachcottages.ca
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2020 Owners Survey Q&A 

 
In no particular order, here is a summary of the owners’ questions we felt would be of interest to all cottagers: 

 
Question 1 - Many questions on land-
scaping e.g. Cut down trees and shrubs 
to improve cottage views / please plant 
more trees / cut down shrubs close to 
shore / remove invasive species like 
purple loosestrife, gout weed etc. 

 
An article providing an update on landscaping activities has been       
included in the newsletter 

 
Question 2 - Consider using Zoom or 
something similar for the next AGM. 

 
The Board is considering options for the next AGM since it seems 
highly unlikely in this time of COVID-19 that  having over a hundred 
people in a room together is either feasible or desirable. 

 
Question 3 - Please consider Installing 
air conditioning. 

 
There are no plans to install air conditioning at the cottages.  Our 
capital reserve planning does not include its funding, which would 
therefore require a special assessment to purchase.  This would    
require a vote at an upcoming AGM and it’s worth mentioning that 
although some owners ask for air conditioning, as many state        
emphatically that they don’t want it. 

 
Question 4 - Will I be reimbursed for 
weeks that I lost because of the shut-
down as a result of COVID? 

 
There were several inquiries as to whether people who lost weeks 
due to the closure would have their fees reduced / reimbursed.  
Please remember that Marcus Beach is a not-for-profit organization 
owned by the 190 cottagers who have shares in Marcus Beach.  Any 
rebate in fees for people who lost weeks would have to be paid by 
the owners – there is no other source of revenue and there is no 
“profit” from which we could draw such funds. 
  
Despite what you might assume, there were no savings accrued 
while the cottages were closed.  Although there were some areas of 
costs that decreased during the closure (cleaning for example), they 
were offset by the significant unexpected increase in our insurance 
costs. 
  
For those who are interested, it’s also worth noting that  the Cottage 
Owners Agreement (COA) section 10.07 states that usage rights of 
the owners of that cottage are suspended if any “Destruction or Let-
ting” makes a cottage unusable.  Although we’re quite sure that a 
pandemic was not in mind while drafting the COA, the concept of 
“letting” is exactly what happened when the government made it clear 
that people were not to travel to their cottage.  To reimburse people 
for lost weeks would require a change to the COA. 
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Question 5 - Please try to minimize fee 
increases.  

 
 

 
Every year, the Board receives lots of feedback on fees.  Interesting-
ly, the split is almost 50/50; owners who feel that the fees need to be 
kept as small as possible and owners who feel we should be invest-
ing more heavily in property improvements / amenities or to help off-
set future expenses. 

 
Please understand that no Board has ever increased fees beyond 
what is necessary.  Just as your expenses at home have slowly crept 
up over the years, so too do the expenses of maintaining a cottage.  
Salaries rise, the cost of supplies from propane to paint go up, taxes 
increase.  This year, our insurance rate substantially increased.      
Annual maintenance fees will continue to increase to pay for those 
costs.  We are a non-profit organization and we do not collect fees for 
any reason other than to pay for what we need. 

 
Question 6 - Change cottage rule and 
allow personal watercraft (PWC) – or -  
please maintain current ban on PWC. 

 
The issue of keeping or rescinding the current ban on PWC was orig-
inally to be discussed at the 2020 AGM but was postponed because 
of Covid-19.  This year, this issue will be voted on by the ownership, 
whether the AGM is an in-person or remote event.  

 
Question 7 - Improve the internet       
service. 

 
 

 
An article providing an update on internet connectivity has been    
included in the newsletter. 

 

 
Question 8 – Dogs. 

 

Every year, we get two requests regarding dogs: 
 
The first is a plea from owners to remind owners to keep their dogs 
on a leash.  Although some owners are terrific and keep their dogs 
tethered, others ignore this regulation at will.   We want to welcome 
dogs and other pets but need a better mechanism to enforce the 
leash regulation – suggestions welcome. 

 
The second is a request to install a dog park.  This has been request-
ed before and the response has not changed – we will not be in-
stalling a dog park on the property.  It is expensive (estimates are 
between $9-12,000 for fencing alone), it is an increased maintenance 
responsibility, and truly, we have no area that would be suitable with-
out significant alteration of the terrain. 

 
In addition, research shows that dog parks are not as safe as you 
might think; both dog/dog and dog/person aggression increases and 
our insurance company has informed us that the installation of such 
an area would result in an increase in premiums to offset the          
inevitable claims. 

 
The good news is that Haliburton has just published a new master 
plan for Head Lake Park which includes an off-leash dog park. 
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Question 9 - Can we just leave the dish-
washer running when we check out? 

 
 
 

 
Unfortunately, no.  The cleaners have a lot to do during the change-
over time and this is one task we have always asked cottagers to 
take on.   

 
Question 10 - The request for owners to 

help out with cleaning upon departure. 

 
We received a concern that your Board had gone too far in request-
ing owners to help clean the cottages during the pandemic.  Our    
request was based on the fact that the cleaners currently have more 
work to do than usual due to the requirement that they wipe all hard 
surfaces etc.  We asked owners to chip in a bit by ensuring that there 
is no excessive pet hair left on the furniture or floor (which is actually 
a requirement anyway – we were simply reinforcing the requirement) 
and help by starting the first load of laundry (the bed sheets) on 
changeover day. 

 
Our intent was not to shift the cleaning load from the cleaners to the 
owners, our intent was to try to keep any increase in turnover time to 
a minimum.   The present time allows the cleaners to complete the 
cleaning of two cottages and the required disinfection before owners 
arrive.   

 
Question 11 - Should we disallow rent-
ing until the pandemic is over? 

 

 
There is no increased Covid risk by having renters on the property.   
 
The Board discussed this when the cottages were re-opened in June, 
but by then we knew that transmission from surfaces was extremely 
unlikely.  Since then, there have been a number of uneventful rentals 
and the Board sees no reason to revisit the decision at this time  

 
Question 12 - Please shift check out 
times and/or alternate schedule annual-
ly.   

 
Many owners chose their cottage based on the turnover day and time 
so the Board feels changing this without all owners’ agreement would 
be unfair. 

 
We also believe that  changing check-in / check-out times on an     
annual basis (for example, on odd years you check in at 11:00, on 
even years you check in at 3:00) would lead to confusion and       
frustration, and would inevitably lead to an increase in owners    
showing up at the wrong times. 
 

Question 13 - Please accept electronic 
payment for maintenance fees instead 

of manual cheques. 

Just a reminder to all cottagers that we allow e-transfer of annual 
maintenance fees.  Lori sends complete instructions with the annual 
invoice. 

 
Please note that some financial institutions have a cap on daily e-
transfers (often $3,000/day) which can cause some frustration.  This 
is imposed by the bank / Interac and is not something we can 
change.  
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Question 14 - Replacement of items or 
new items. 

 
 
 
 

 
Every year we receive requests for replacement of aging items (e.g. 
refrigerators and stoves) and requests for new items (e.g. TV in mas-
ter bedroom).  Please keep these requests coming as they help the 
Board understand what changes owners would like to see. 

 
Although they provide the Board with insights on what owners’ inter-
ests are, we are often not able to make large changes quickly due to 
the way our Capital Reserve is funded and managed.  

 
There are several items that will be replaced in 2021, ranging from 
the refrigerators to the kayaks.  

 
Specific requests from owners include: 
 
A comfy reading chair in the master bedroom. There is lots of 
room for that. 
Not this year, sorry.  There is currently no money in the capital      
reserve for this item but it could be considered in a few years if we 
determine that other furniture (e.g. living room fold-out sofa) doesn’t 
need replacing as quickly as originally planned 
 
Larger 65 inch Smart TV in the living room so families can watch 
sports and movies together.  The current TV is too small.  
Opinion on this is highly mixed, with some owners preferring no TV at 
all.  It is recommended that if you want a larger TV, you contact your 
cottage co-owners to see if they would all chip in towards the cost in 
your cottage.  Some cottage layouts simply will not accommodate a 
larger unit. 

 
Not sure if anything is being enhanced at this point. 
As items come end of life they are replaced with newer and better 
items (recent examples are the dishwashers and washing machines) 
and the planned stoves and fridges.  The goal is always to keep the 
property and amenities in great shape and add new features as the 
budget allows. 
 
Add another pickle ball court.  
Pickle ball has proven to be popular!  Unfortunately, the only way to 
add a second court is to encroach on the tennis court which is also 
extremely popular. 

 
An audio sound bar to provide improved audio to augment the 
satellite TV/radio service. A decent quality sound bar can be 
added for a max cost of $200 per cottage or $20 per interval. 
An interesting suggestion! This may be added to a future survey to 
gauge interest among the ownership. 
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Question 14 - Replacement of items or 
new items (cont’d). 

 
 
 
 

 
Firepit at each cottage.  
Unfortunately, there is no practical way to more than triple the 
amount of firepits without major disruption to the existing property. 

  
Add a folding table for the screened porch.  
Another interesting suggestion.  We will investigate this further to see 
what is possible or if there is general interest.  Owners can also just 
get their own folding table and store it in the basement. 

 
Having a small dining table in the screened-in porch so we can 
eat outside in summer?   
A folding table that can be put away is a possibility (see answer 
above) but a permanent table in the screened-in porch is unlikely to 
be very popular with most owners. 

 
Replace the couches.  
The solid colour sofa was replaced in 2016 – the sofa bed is due to 
be replaced in the next few years and is an item the Board is         
assessing. 
 
Please replace the stoves. 
Stoves are part of the capital reserve and will be replaced as they 
wear out (as opposed to all at once).  This process will start soon and 
will likely last several years. 

 
TV in master bedroom.  
This has been investigated in the past and due to the increased cost 
(television, additional cabling, etc.), the Board has decided not to add 
a second TV at this time. 

 

 
Question 15 - We know some kitchen 
appliances are to be replaced in the 
near future. Please consider replacing 
the microwave with an over the stove 
model. The one we have is huge and 
eats up valuable counter space. The 
cupboard above the stove is redundant. 

 
This has been suggested before and rejected due to the installation 
cost.  However, enough time has passed that it is worth                    
re-investigating to understand if less expensive options may be   
available. 

 
Question 16 - Make the screened porch 
area larger. 

 
 

 
Enlarging the screened porch would take major structural changes 
and would encroach (in most cases) on the front porch.  There are no 
plans to make these changes at this time. 

 
Question 17 - Improve the website for 
buying/selling/renting. 

 
The Marcus Beach website was overhauled a few years ago and, in 
our opinion, is a great improvement over the previous site.  However, 
specific suggestions are always welcome! 
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Question 18 - Put king sized beds in the 

master bedroom / Lower the bed height. 
 
 
 

 
Master bedroom mattresses were replaced in 2014 and at that time 
owners were asked if they would like to upgrade the queen bed to a 
king-sized bed for a minimal cost.  The change required unanimous 
agreement of all owners and although some cottages chose to up-
grade, many did not.  We will make a similar offer when mattresses 
are due for replacement again (likely not for several years). 

 
The bed height is determined by the thickness of the mattress – 
when we last replaced mattresses, it was difficult to find any that did-
n’t include a 4” “topper”.  This style may well change when it is time 
to replace them again.  Until then, there is no practical way to lower 
the bed height. 

 
 

 
Question 19 - Telephone land lines are a 

waste of money. 

 
Your Board is investigating whether land lines are still required.  The 
main concern is that land lines continue to work during a power out-
age, whereas cell phones may fail if the outage is severe and affects 
cell towers.  If an emergency call is required at that time, a land line 
might be the only option. 

 
Additionally, not all owners have cell phones, not all cell phone plans 
work well in Haliburton, and cell coverage can be quite expensive for 
owners who are from the US. 

 
The Board is investigating whether there might be a way to provide 
an emergency phone or two somewhere on the property for such a 
situation. 

 
 

 
Question 20 - Post the Capital Reserve 

details on the website. 
 

 
There are three aspects to the reserve fund that are constantly moni-
tored.   

• how much money is currently in the fund and how is that 
invested 

• what is the projection for the health of the fund 20, 30 or 
more years into the future 

• which items does the fund cover and when   
 
It would be difficult to post these items on the website in a simple and 
concise manner and simply posting the Excel spreadsheet tool would 
likely be confusing. 
 
That said, the Board prides itself on being open and transparent and 
the information is absolutely available to any owner who is interested.  
If anyone wishes to review the spreadsheet and /or the fund, we’d be 
happy to have a one-on-one discussion.   
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Question 21 - Please remind owners to 
put away the equipment at the end of 
the day!   

 
Good point – everyone is reminded! 
 

 

 
Question 22 - Would love to see the cot-
tage limit raised to 9 or 10 occupants. 

 
This was explored a few years ago and formally increasing the      
cottage limit beyond the existing eight occupants is problematic.  Our 
insurance certificates, septic system calculations, well capacity, etc 
are all based on a maximum of eight cottagers and would have to be 
formally re-done at considerable expense if cottage occupancy were 
increased. 

 
However, cottages are often not at full capacity so if it is likely fine if 
an owner occasionally wants to have more than eight occupants 
(nine or ten). Please just let Lori know that you are exceeding the lim-
it of eight occupants.  Renters are not offered this flexibility. 

 
Question 23 - Wear, tear and cleanliness 
of the front porch.  

 
We will review the condition of the front porches over the next few 
months. 

 
Question 24 - Canada Geese on the 
property.  

 
 

 
The numbers of geese on the property fluctuates by year.  We will 
monitor the situation over the next year or so and if the numbers   
continue to increase, we will take the necessary remediation efforts. 

 
We encourage owners to carefully shoo away any geese that land on 
docks or walk onto the property.  And please, under no circumstanc-
es feed the geese.. 
 

 
Question 25 - Need a safety rope or rail 
on stairs to fill gap where there is now 
no rail. 

 
Although there are small sections of staircase where there is a railing 
only on one side, there are no sections that we can find that have no 
rail at all. 

 
The exception is the steps to the basement but those stairs are so 
narrow that adding a railing (even a rope) will narrow the stairs and 
make it difficult for owners to bring larger items up from the base-
ment.   

 
If this is a significant concern, please re-contact the Board with partic-
ulars.  We want to be safe but need to consider all owners. 
 

 
Question 26 – Requests for repairs are 
being ignored.    

 
We apologise if items are being reported and not resolved.  We have 
asked Lori to look into the specific items mentioned and, as always, 
we invite any owner to reach out to the Board if you feel you’re not 
getting an appropriate or timely response. 
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Question 27 - Colour choice for shingles 
on cottage 6 are not the same as the 
original shingles and the nails are show-
ing through the ceiling of the porch.   

 
 

 
We are using a different and higher quality product as we re-shingle 
the cottages.  The selected shingles were the closest match available 
to the original colour.  Longer nails were used as the previous shorter 
nails did not grip the shingle as tightly as they should have.  Once the 
porch roof  is re-stained, we believe the tiny piece of nail that is 
showing will blend into the ceiling. 
 

 

 
Question 28 - We think during Covid 
there should be greater time between 
intervals, e.g., an extra day in between 
changes. This would enhance the safety 
of all.  

 
The Board feels that the six hours between one owner leaving and 
the next arriving (during which the cleaning occurs) is adequate to 
minimize any Covid-19 transmission concerns.  However, if an owner 
feels this is not sufficient, they may want to consider arriving a day 
after their scheduled time.  

 
Question 29 - Not sure why we aren’t 
(now) back to normal check in/out 
times? 

 
The Board feels the extra time (two hours) provides flexibility in case 
there is a cleaner staff shortage in any week.  The normal check in/
out times will resume post-Covid. 

 
Question 30 - Make the screened room 
bug-proof.  There are visible gaps where 
insects can enter. 

 
The screened-in porch should be bug-proof.  If you can see gaps, 
please let Lori know as soon as possible and Saul will see what can 
be done. 

 
Question 31 - Concern about water 
snakes that are near my cottage. 

 

 
Unfortunately, there is little to be done about wildlife that is well     
established in the area; it is simply part of being in the country.  The 
good news is that there are no poisonous snakes in this part of     
Ontario.   And remember that we have four docks as well as beaches 
that can be used to enter the water – there is always an alternative if 
you are uncomfortable at one spot. 
 

 
Question 32 - Please replace the step in 
tub on the main floor of our cottage with 
a walk in shower.  

 
Of the four cottage models, three have a walk-in shower on the main 
floor and owners were able to decide if that was an important factor 
when making their original purchase decision. 

 
For this, or any other kind of major renovation work that is desired for 
a specific cottage, here are the steps to take: 

• The owner who wants the change is responsible for 
reaching out to their fellow co-owners to gain unanimous 
support for the idea.  In this case, although specific costs 
aren’t known, it would be a major bathroom renovation 
with changes to plumbing, walls, and flooring as well as 
the tub/shower enclosure.  It will be expensive. 
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Question 32 - Please replace the step in 
tub on the main floor of our cottage with 
a walk in shower (cont’d).  

 
• Once unanimous support (in principle) is obtained, the 

Board will do the associated research to get at least one 
quote.  Owners of that cottage will have another            
opportunity to vote on the change at this time.   

• Money from the owners will be collected up front to pay for 
the renovation.  Please understand that, like any home 
renovation project, if there is an overage on the original 
budget, more funds from the owners will be required. 

• It is unlikely a project of this magnitude could be complet-
ed during one maintenance week so owners would also 
have to agree to leave the cottage vacant for the duration 
of the construction. 

 
Question 33 - Add entrance / exit signs 
to the front driveway to avoid any       
potential collisions. 

 
Thank you for the suggestion – the Board will look into this over the 
winter. 

 
Question 34 - Be stricter with renters 

when they cause problems. 

 
This is an interesting comment and we aren’t sure what kind of    
problems are being referred to.  We need to point out that the over-
whelming majority of renters cause no issues at all. 

 
Occasionally we find that non-owners (paying or not) aren’t always 
aware of all the rules (e.g. keep your dog on a leash or wash the   
towels before you leave) and this is easily remedied.   

 
We want to reinforce that the owner is completely responsible for 
their cottage. You need to ensure that when others use your cottage, 
they are aware of the rules. If renters have questions, they should 
first reach out to the cottage owner. If a renter leaves the cottage a 
mess or breaks something it is the owner that will be responsible for 
any additional costs.  

 
If you decide to rent or let others use the cottage please remember 
that if folks don’t follow the rules it is you who is ultimately 
responsible. 

 
Question 35 - Should consider having 
the pet friendly fees reflect the actual 
additional maintenance, wear and tear, 
cleaning costs. 

 
The comment, we believe, is making the assumption that pet-friendly 
cottages are more expensive to maintain than the few cottages that 
don’t allow pets. 

 
We’re not sure we agree.  Many pet-friendly cottages actually have 
no pets (or very few). Many pet-friendly cottages are no more work 
than any others. It is true that some cottages have pets that shed a 
lot of hair or have large dogs that can cause damage and those cot-
tages do take more time to clean or have more wear and tear.  How-
ever, there is really no equitable way to charge a different mainte-
nance fee to one owner versus another, so this point the Board is not 
considering changing the maintenance fee structure.  


